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INTERPOLATION THEOREMS FOR THE
PAIRS OF SPACES (LP,L°°) AND (L1,L9)(1)

BY

GEORGE G. LORENTZ AND TETSUYA SHIMOGAKI

Abstract. A Banach space Z has the interpolation property with respect to the

pair (X, Y) if each T, which is a bounded linear operator from X to X and from Y to

Y, can be extended to a bounded linear operator from Z to Z. If X=V, Y=L°" we

give a necessary and sufficient condition for a Banach function space Z on (0, /),

0</5+oo, to have this property. The condition is that g<vfa.nà feZ should

imply g £ Z; here^-^/means ihdXg*p-<f*p in the Hardy-Littlewood-Pólya sense, while

h* denotes the decreasing rearrangement of the function \h\.

If the norms [|r||x, ||r||y are given, we can estimate ||r|z. However, there is a gap

between the necessary and the sufficient conditions, consisting of an unknown factor

not exceeding Xp, Xp^2llq, llp + i/q=l.

Similar results hold if X^L1, Y—V. For all these theorems, the complete con-

tinuity of T on Z is assured if T has this property on X or on Y, and if Z satisfies a

certain additional necessary and sufficient condition, expressed in terms of ||era||z,

a>0, where aa is the compression operator oaf(t)=f(at), 0gr</.

1. Introduction. Let X, Y and Z be Banach spaces, and let ¿%(X) denote the

totality of bounded linear operators acting on X, \et3S(X, Y) =3S(X) n 3$( Y). Also,

\et3S(X, Y; Kx, K2) denote the set of all operators inâë(X, Y) satisfying \T\X^KX

and || F || y ̂ A2. The space Z is said to have the interpolation property for the pair

(X, Y), if for every Te äS(X, Y), F (or its unique extension F to Z) belongs to^(Z).

The space Z has the interpolation property for the pair (X, Y) in the strong sense, if

F has the interpolation property for (X, Y) and if |F||Z (or ||F|Z) is majorized by a

positive constant depending only on \T\X and ||F||y. In the sequel, /=(0, /) will be

a (finite or infinite) interval of the real line, and (X, | • ||x) will be a Banach function

space of locally Lebesgue integrable functions on 7 satisfying the following

conditions :

(1-1) \g\ú \f\,feX implies g e X and \\g\\x^ \\f\\x;
(1.2) The norm || • ||x is semicontinuous:

CO

0 Ú/„f/, a = sup |/n||x < co implyf = (J fne Xand \\f\\x = a.
nèl n=l
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For a positive measurable function/ df(y) = m[t : f(t)>y], y^O, is the distribution

function off. Two positive functions/ g are equimeasurable, f~g, if they have the

same distribution function. The space X is called weakly rearrangement invariant

(rearrangement invariant), if Oá/e X and f~g imply ge X (resp. |g|xáy||/||x,

where y is a fixed constant independent upon / and g). We write L" for L"(I),

l^p^oo, and || • ||p for the //-norm on /. In his paper [2] A. P. Calderón showed

that X has the interpolation property for the pair (L1, Z,°°) if and only if X is re-

arrangement invariant. In §3 and §4 we shall study the interpolation property for

the pairs (V, Lx), 1 ̂ p<co, and (L1, L"), l<q<co, respectively. We characterize

the Banach function spaces having the interpolation property for these pairs

(Theorems 2 and 3), extending the results of [2], [11]. In §5 the complete continuity

of operators acting on interpolated spaces will be dealt with. Results similar to

those of [14] will be obtained, and a special case when Zis an Orlicz space will be

discussed in the last section.

Let A'and Y be Banach function spaces consisting of locally integrable functions.

By X+ y we denote the set of all functions/of the form f=fx+f2, where/ e A'and

f2 e Y. If Z<= X+ Y, then each operator Te£%(X, Y) has a natural extension onto

Z. For/e Z, we write/=/ +/2, and define Tf= Tfx + Tf2. Since Tis linear, the value

of Tf does not depend on the choice of/ and/2. An extension of Tin this sense will

be again denoted by T.

2. Quasi-orders. For a measurable function / on 1(0,1), f* will denote the

decreasing rearrangement of |/|, that is, the inverse function of difl(y), whenever it

is finite. By 5 we denote the set of all positive simple functions, vanishing outside of

a set of finite measure. It is easy to see that/* is defined iff is locally integrable.

The main tool of this paper is different quasi-order relations between measurable

functions/ g. One of them is the Hardy-Littlewood-Pólya relation g<f for locally

integrable/ g, which means that

(2.1) i g*(t) dt ^ \f*(t) dt,       x ^ 0.
Jo Jo

Although this relation is classical, some new properties of it were found in [10].

Here is a further property:

Theorem 1. Let gx +g2<f, all these functions being locally integrable and positive.

Then there exist positive /, f2 for which f=fi+f2, gt<f, i=i, 2.

Lemma 1. Let g<f, where g,f are positive and g a decreasing function in S:

n

¿7=2  avX<Cv-i. c»), 0 = C0 < • • • < C„ ^ /,     «i  ^ • • • ^ an ^ 0.
v = l

Then there exist mutually disjoint sets ev,v=l,...,n, with the following properties:

(2.2) mey = cv — c„_i,

(2.3) avmev g J/Xev dt.
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Proof. First we assume that fis decreasing. In this case, we shall also have the

following:

(2.4) Each set ev is a finite union of intervals.

For n = \ the assertion holds trivially. Suppose that it holds for n=k. Let n = k +1.

Putting

r      rc + cx 1
a = sup«c: fdt 2: axcx,c S cn — cx>>

we have laa+Clfdt = axcx, unless a = cn — cx. Let rch denote the translation operator,

defined by

rch(t ) = h(t + c)   if t + cE I,

= 0 otherwise.

We put

A = (7X(0,a)+/X(a + c1,¡))     =/X(0,o) + Tc1(/X(a + c1,¡))>

(n \ n

¿   «vXtC, _!,(!,))    =    2   "vXtC-l-CLC-C!)-
v=2 / v=2

We can exclude the possibility that a = cn — cx, for then gx(t)úfx(t) for all t. Since

gx dt á      gdt^\  fdt=\  fxdt   if 0 < x ^ a,
Jo Jo Jo Jo

I   gi</f = g*-«iciá /<&- fdt
Jo Jo Ja Ja

= [Xfxdt   if a < x ^ l,

we see that gx<fx. By the assumption, there exist mutually disjoint sets ëv,

2£v£k+l, such that (2.2)-(2.4) hold for/ and gx. Setting ex = (a, a + cx) and

ev={^y n (0, a)} u {i : t—cx e ëv n (a, /)}, 2^ v^/c +1, we obtain mutually disjoint

sets ev, 1 ¿p¿&+1» for which all the required conditions hold for /and g.

If/is positive but not decreasing, then, since g<f*, we can find mutually

disjoint measurable sets ev, l^v^n, such that (2.2)-(2.4) hold for g and/*. As each

e„ is a finite sum of intervals, we can easily find mutually disjoint sets ëv, l^v^n,

such that mëv = me, and J/x?v dt = avmev. Measurable sets ëv, 1 S v S n, thus obtained,

satisfy the requirements of Lemma 1.

We can now prove Theorem 1 when gx and g2, and consequently g=gx+g2

belong to S. Let ev, v= 1,..., n, be sets of constancy of each of the three functions,

with gi = avl, g2 = av2 on ev. By means of the decreasing rearrangement of g and

Lemma 1, we find disjoint sets <?v with mëv = mev, J"? f dt^(avX + av2)mev. Then it is

possible to decompose each ëv into disjoint ëvX, ëv2 such that J"5 J dt^a^me^,

i=\, 2. We shall have fxe„> giXe», '=1, 2,v=l,.. .,n. Adding these relations, we

obtain ft</î*2»-i'J5»,»»/i+.AS/ ft is now sufficient to replace f2 by f-fx to

obtain the result.
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If gi, ¿?2 are arbitrary positive fonctions, one finds increasing sequences gXn f gx,

g2n t g2 from S. For the corresponding/ln, f2n one can use weak *-compactness on

each set A where/is bounded, and the absolute continuity of the integrals \efdt to

complete the proof.

Remark. It is not difficult to show that the functions/,/2 of Theorem 1 can be

always assumed to be orthogonal (that is, with disjoint supports). However, one

cannot, in general, assume that they are decreasing, even ifgx, g2 and/are decreasing

step functions with just one step.

In [10] another quasi-order g<rfnas been used. With respect to two Banach

function spaces this relation means the following. One must have g,fe Xx + X2,

and for each decomposition /=/ +/2, / e X¡, ¿=1,2 of/there should exist a

decomposition g=gx+g2 of g, gt e Xu i=\,2, with the property that ||gi||Xi^

ll/IU,, i=l, 2. We are interested here in the case Xx =LP, X2=Lco. Then it is easy to

see (compare also [10, p. 38]) that g -4-f holds if and only if

(2.5) \\(g*-y)+\\v=^ \\(f*-y)+h, yl%o.

The quasi-order used in this paper, g <pf, where p ^ 1, is defined, for two

locally /^-integrable functions, by the inequality

(2.6) ¡Xg*'dtá ¡Xf*pdt,       x^O,
Jo Jo

that is, by g*p <f*p. If one writes (2.6) as \\g*xw,X)\\Pâ ||/*x<o,*)||p, there is an

obvious similarity to (2.5).

From the definition we see that

(2.7) g <pf is equivalent to g* -<"/*•

By a theorem of Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya, [3], g <"f implies <D(|g\) -< í>(|/|),

where Q>(u), «ä0, is convex and increasing. In particular,

(2.8) g<fimpliesg<*f.

We also have

(2.9) gi <pf i = 1, 2, ax, a2 ^ 0, «j-t-aa = 1 imply axgx + a2g2 -<"/•

In fact, for x e / we have, because of the inequality (/ +f2)* -</* +f2* and (2.8),

r («i^i+«2g2)*p dt s r («ig*+«2g!)p dt
Jo Jo

Ú «!  [* gtpdt + a2 \   gpdt ^   (Xf*"dt.
JO JO JO

Lemma 2. (i) Relation g -<p/implies g -< /; (ii) for each p>\, there is a smallest

constant \„, 1 < A„^21" (l/p + l/q = 1), for which g< f implies g<"Xpf.
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Proof, (i) For a given ^^0, we consider the function <J>(«) = (m1/p —y)"+, which is

increasing and convex. Thus, by the theorem of Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya

mentioned above g <pf implies ®(g*p) < <&(f*p); relation (2.5) follows from this.

(ii) Assume g -</. If e0c/ is a given set, with me0=a>0, let a=f*(a), and let

/2 =/<«> e Va be the a-truncation of/ let/ =f-fia) e Lp. There exist gu i= 1, 2, with

g=gi+g2, \\gi\\v^\\f-fw\\v, || ft ||. ^ «. Let ««=/, mea a. Then

II«x.IIp * kix.L+llftx.ll, = llsiLW* s ll/-/<a,L+l!/(a,xe0||P ú 2»«||/x.0||,.

We have used here the fact that if/,/2^0, then ||/i||p+ ||/2||p^21"'||/1-l-/2||p. From

(2.10) it follows that g<"2llqf We leave to the reader the proof that Ap> 1.

3. An interpolation theorem for the pair LP, Lm. In this section we assume that

X is a Banach function space satisfying X^LP+L°° for some p, lèp< +°o. We

shall say that A'is monotone with respect to the relation -<", or that X belongs to the

class J(p ifg<pf andf e X imply geX. For A >0, we shall say that X e Jtp(A) if

g<pfandfeX imply geX and ||*||ZS¿||/|U.

Lemma 3. If X e Jtp, then X e Jip(A) for some A > 0 ; moreover, X is rearrange-

ment invariant.

Proof. By (2.8) it is clear that Afis weakly rearrangement invariant if XeJ(p.

Suppose that J(P(A) is violated for each A > 0. Then there exist positive functions

/n, ft, n= 1,2,..., such that gn<pfn,\\gn\\x^n and |/.||zS2-*\ Putting /=

XT- i 2"/n, we have /eland 2"ft <pf n ̂  1. By (2.9) we get

g »   2 8» -   2 2~n(2"2n) <Pf,
n=l n=l

hence g e X. This, however, contradicts the fact that ||g||x= HftlU^« for all n^ 1.

Thus, the condition Jip(A) holds for some A > 0, and AT is necessarily rearrangement

invariant.

(For/>=l, Lemma 3 was given in [12], [16], but the present proof is simpler.)

A space X^LP is normally imbedded in LP if X is dense in LP and if J/fl,SS ||/||z

for all/e AT. Each of the Lorentz spaces A(C, p) [9] (where Cis a class of decreasing

positive functions c with { c dt= 1) is normally imbedded in L" and satisfies J(p(\).

Here is an example in the opposite direction :

Example 1. The space Aa, a=p~1,p> 1, with the norm ||/||A=« JJ ra-1/*(0 dt,

is normally imbedded in LP. On the other hand, it does not satisfy J(p. Indeed, let

¿(0 = r"olog-10/r)> 0<i^e-1; =0, e'1<t<\. Then <j>eLp, but \\<f>\\A= +oo.

We put, for 0 < a < e~ \

ft(0 = 4(a),       OSiSfl,       /o(0

= <f>(t),       aút £ 1,

selecting A in such a way that ||/0||„ = ||ft||p.

= <i>(a),       0 S t ^ A,

= 0, A ̂  í ^ 1,
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Then for each a, ga<»fa, but  ||g.||A->co,  ||/.||A=||/.L=||U,-H*|, for

a -> 0. Lemma 3 shows that J(v is violated.

Lemma 4. Assume that /,, g0, gQ e S are positive and that go<pfo- Then there

exists a positive operator Te£ß(Lv, L°° ; 1, 1) with the property that g0STf0.

Proof. Let g0 be given by

n

(3.1) go =   2  flvX5v, «1 S • • • k «n S O,% h ¥„ "=* 0, V # /*.
v=l

By Lemma 1 (applied to g*p) there exist disjoint subsets ev, v = 1,..., n, of 7 for

which me, = mèv and

[foPX(3.2) /0pYev ¿/ >: *%me„        v=\,...,n.
Jo

We denote by hv positive functions with the properties that ||A,||,= 1 (l/p+l/q=l)

and

<foXev,hv} = j foXe£t)h¿t)dt = ||/ox.,||„.

We define an operator T on the set of all locally /^-integrable functions by

Tf= y </x<v A»>
v = i      llXeJp

Clearly F is positive and linear and

IIT/IIS ú Î 11/x.jZ ú 11/11?
v = l

for all/eL". On the other hand, for any/eL",

|</Xev,Av>|   á   ||/XeJp =   U/H. ||X.J„ l^vá«.

Consequently, Teâ$(Lp,Lm; 1, 1). Furthermore by (3.2),

TA - 2,   n v «   Y*v = Z "vxsv = go-
V = l      IIX.Jp

Now we can prove

Theorem 2. Lei X be a Banach function space over I with Ar<=7_"+7_œ. The

necessary and sufficient condition for X to have the interpolation property for the

pair (Lv, L°°) or, equivalently, this property in the strong sense for (V, L") is that

XeJ(p.

Proof. First let XeJtp. By Lemma 3, XeJ(v(A) for some A>0. Let g,/e X

and g -</ (with respect to L",L'a). Then by Lemma 2, g<pXpf and so ||g||x^
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AXp\\f\\x. Now if Te 3S(LP, F00; 1, 1), then for each/e X, Tf<f. It follows that F

maps X into itself and that \\T\\XÚAXP. And if 0 + T eSS(Lp,L^;Kp, Kx), then

o.Te3S(V, Lx;\, 1), where a"1 = Max (Kp, Kx). This shows that X has the inter-

polation property in the strong sense.

Conversely, suppose that X has the interpolation property for the pair (V, Lx),

but fails to satisfy Jtp. Then there exist positive functions/and g such that/e X,

ll/IU=l, g<pf, but g i X. Let Oggn e S and gn f g. As gn-<"/ there exist, by

Lemma 4, positive operators F„ eá?(Fp, L°°; 1,1) such that gn-¿Tnf for each n>j 1.

This implies that gn e Y for each «S; 1. Since || ■ ||x satisfies (1.2), ||gn||x t °° holds.

We may therefore assume without loss of generality that ||gn||x>n-2n, näl. It

follows that ]|Fnl|x>:||Fn/|U>«-2n, »äl. Putting F= 2"= i 2 ~ nFn, we obtain a

positive operator belonging to SS(LP, Ln; 1, 1). On the other hand, ||7/||x^

||2_nFn/||x>« holds for each n, since Tn is a positive operator. This contradicts the

fact that 7/e X, and shows that the condition is necessary.

From the proof above, we have immediately

Corollary 1. If Xsatisfies the condition Jtp(A) and Te3S(LP, Va ; Kp, Kx), then

(3.3) FZ-^ApMaxfTs^TCo)/   for each feLp;

(3.4) ||F||X Ú AXP Max (Kp,Km).

In the last inequalities, Xpt¡2llq^2. We shall show that Xp cannot be here

replaced by 1.

Example 2. For each/?, 1 <p< +oo, there exists an operator TeâS(Lp,Lx; 1, 1),

for which Tf<pf is not true for some/

Let «>1 be chosen so that c=|(«p"1 + l)p/(ap+l)p_1< 1 (actually, this is true

for any a> 1). We define

/0(x) = a   on (0, i),      g0(x) = ß   on (0, c),

= 1    on (|, 1), = 0   on (c, 1),

where ß=(ap+ l)/(ap~1 +1). An easy calculation shows that

(3-5) || go ||p =  H/oIIp,

(3.6) IL/riiliolL = ¡foil
We define the positive operator

(3.7) F/=    *    </,yy-i>g0.
II/oIIp

Since ||«p_1|l«= II»IIp_1 for " = °> it follows from (3.5) that, if/eFp,

l|T/||pár^||/||p||/op-1||,||go||p=||/||p,
\\Jo\\p

and from (3.6) that, if fe L"

||F/||M^^1T?|/|U||/op-1||1||go|U= I)/«
ll/o||p
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Also, 7/o =ft. However, ft <pf0 is incorrect, since

(3.8) \Cgldt= ||/0||p> f/cfaV.
Jo Jo

Example 3. There exists a space XeJ(p(\), and an operator Te38(LP, I"; 1, 1),

for which ||7||X>1.

In the notations of the last example, we take X=LP with the norm ||/||z =

|/*X(o.c)||P. It is immediately clear that g -<p/implies \\g\\xS |/||x, so that X e Jtp(\).

For the operator (3.7) we have ft = 7/0, but ||ft||x> |/o|z>0 by (3.8).

If g = Tf and Te¿%(Lp,L">; 1, 1), then we have g-4f. We shall show that the

converse is not true, in general. This will also show that one cannot replace the

relation -<p by -<• in Lemma 4.

Example 4. Let p > 1 be an integer, and let f0 and ft be the functions of the

Example 2. We put/i=/0 + l and ft=ft + l, where 1 denotes the characteristic

function of (0, 1). Let

G(/)= II/0 +il||P-lift+ il||?,       i^O.

Using (3.5), (3.6) and elementary calculations (for instance, with induction in k) we

can show that

G(0) = (7(0) = 0,    G(W(0) ̂ 0,       2<ík<íp.

It follows that G(i)^0 for all O^i^ 1, hence we have ft -<fx on account of (2.5).

Now suppose that there exists an operator TeSS(LP, L°°; 1, 1) such that Tfx=gx.

Since ||n || a, £ 1, we have 0 áft -1 ^ Tfx - T\, hence

llftllp = 1*1-1 L Û \\Tfx-T\\\p ik ¡/-IL = ll/ollp.

From (3.5) it follows that 71 = 1 and 7/0=ft. Since Xu/2,1) = («1 —fo)l(a — 1), we have

Txan.K = («-l)-1(«l-ft)-

The last function has values a/(a— 1) > 1 on the interval (c, 1), hence ||7x<i/2,i)|| « > 1,

a contradiction. Consequently, there does not exist an operator TeSS(LP, L™ ; 1, 1)

with the property Tfx=gx.

4. Interpolation theorems for the pair L1, L". In this section we assume that X

is a Banach function space for which X<^L1+L", 1 <q< +00, and that p is the

conjugate exponent, l//> + l/a=l. We define a quasi-order relation ~<c. We write

/1 <qf2,fi,f2 e L", if there exists, for every gx e LP, ag2eLp such that both ft -<pft

and </,ft>¿</2, ft>. For example, 0^/^/2 implies / <„f2, for here we can

take ft = |ft|. We begin with some properties of the relation -<„. For given/ ft^O,

there exists a g ä 0 with the propertiesft^fand^*, g> = </, g"), [8, p. 61]. From this,

using (2.7), it is not difficult to derive

(4.1) fi <J2 if and only iff? <</}.
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If/i <f» then for eachg! we have <A*, gx} ̂  </?, g*> ̂  </2*, g*>. Hence, by (4.1),

(4.2) A <f2 implies A <,A-

Similar to (2.9) is the property

(4.3) / <qf i = 1,2, anrf«!, c¡2 ̂  0, ax + a2 = 1 /w/>/y <xxfx + a2f2 <qf.

In fact, for each g e Lp, we can find gx and g2 such that g( -<pg and </, g> ^ </ g,>,

i=l, 2. Hence,

<<*l/l4-0i2/2, g>   ^   </ «lgl> + </«2g2>   =   </, <*lgl+0!2g2>,

where a1g1 + a2g2 -<pg by (2.9). Since g is arbitrary, we get (4.3).

For a Banach function space X, X' will denote the conjugate space of X, that is,

the space of all measurable functions g such that

llglU- = sup{|</g>|;/eZ, ll/IU ̂  1} < co.

For any operator F acting on X, T' will denote the conjugate operator of F acting

on the conjugate space X'. Note that Te3S(L1,Lq;Kx,Ka) implies T e

3S(Lp,L-;Kq,Kx).

Lemma 5. 7/FeJ'(L1,7Jï; 1, 1), then

(4.4) Tf<qXpf for each fEL".

Proof. We have F'e J'ÍL", L00; 1, 1), hence T'g<pXpg holds for every g eFp, by

(3.3). IffeL" and g! eLp are given, we select g2 = (l/Ap)F'g1. Then g2 -<pgi and

<Tf, gi> = </ F'g1> = <Ap/ g2>, and we have proven (4.4).

We shall use the following monotony conditions for a Banach function space X:

X e Jiq, if g <af,fe X imply geX;

XeJiq(A), if g <J,f eX imply ge X and \g\x =£ A\f\x.

With the same proof as for Lemma 3 we have

Lemma 6. If X e Jtq, then X e J(q(A) for some A > 0 ; moreover, X is rearrange-

ment invariant.

Lemma 7. If the space X does not satisfy the condition J(q(A), then there exists a

positive operator Te @(L\LQ; 1, \)andafunction0^fe Xfor which ||F/||X>^||/||X.

Proof. We shall first show that under the assumptions of Lemma 7, the conjugate

space X' of X does not satisfy Jip(Ä). There exist functions fx,f2eX such that

A <J2 and ||A||x>v4|/2||x. For any e>0 satisfying (1 -e)||A||x>^||/2||x, we can

find, by virtue of the reflexivity of the semicontinuous norm |-||x, a function

gx eX'nLp such that |g1||y = l and (1 -e)\\fx\\x^<fx,gx>. Since fx<qf2, there

exists a function g2 e Lp for which g2 <pgx and </, gx~) ̂ </2, g2>. This implies

^IIAIU<(i-<OIIAIIx^ IAIIxl|g2|U-
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Thus, we have obtained two functions ft, ft e A", for which ft <pgx, but ||ft||x<>

AII ft IIx', contradicting the condition Jtp(A).

For gx and ft, obtained above, we may assume ft, ft 2:0. Since || • ||z< is also

semicontinuous, we can select an heSnX' such that 0^A^g2 and ||A||Z.>

^llftllx- By Lemma 4 there exists a positive operator TeSS(LP, L"; 1, 1) for which

7ft SïA. Choose an £>0 such that (1—e)||A||z.>/4||g1||z-. There exists a function

Oá/eAf, |/|U=1 with the property </, A>^(1 -e)||A||z-. It follows that

(l-e)||A||x^</,A>^</,7ft>^||7'/||x||ft||x,. Consequently, we get \\T'f\\x>A,

for the positive operator 7' eâS(V-, Lq;\,\).

Now we can state our interpolation theorem for the pair (L1, L").

Theorem 3. Let X be a Banach function space over I with X^L^^+L". The

necessary and sufficient condition for X to have the interpolation property for the

pair (L1, L"), or, equivalently, this property for (L1, L") in the strong sense, is that

XeJtq.

Proof. First let XeJ?q. By Lemma 6, XeJtq(A) for some A>0. Let 0#7

e3S(L^,Lq;Kx,Kq), we put a~1 = Max(Kx, Kq). Then oT eâS(Lx,Lq; 1, 1) and so

<xTf<q\pf holds for all feL" by Lemma 5. Thus, feLT\ X implies 7/e X and

llT/Hx^A^a-1!!/^. We extend this relation to all feX. Since feU+V, all

truncations/(n> belong to L", and all differences/—/"1' belong to L1 for n = 1, 2,....

Since |/-/™| -0 a.e. and ||7(/-/"1>)||1^/i:1||/-/<"'||1, we have \\Tf-Tf™\\x -> 0.

Taking, if necessary, a subsequence, we can assume that the sequence 7/<n),

n=l, 2,..., converges a.e. to 7/ By (1.2) and the semicontinuity of ||- ||x we have

\1f\x* liminf||7/<»>||x
n-»oo

^ lim inf\pAa-^\\f^\\x ^ V4«-i||/||z.

This shows that 7e^(AT), and that ||r||zg\pAa~1.

The necessity of the condition Jtq(A) follows exactly as in the proof of

Theorem 2.

Corollary 2. IfXeMq(A) andTe@(L\ Lq; Kx, Kq), then TeSS(X) and

(4.5) \T\x^\pAWiax(Kx,Kq).

5. Complete continuity of operators in interpolation theorems. In this section we

give necessary and sufficient conditions for the space X in order that every operator

7 in 3S(V, 1°°) (or in 3S(LX, Lq)) should be completely continuous on AT if 7 is

completely continuous on one of the spaces of the pair. We assume that Xc-V+L™

(or X^U+L1) for the pair (Lp, L") (respectively, (L1, L")). The basic idea of the

arguments below is due to the paper [4], and the setting and the proofs follow the

lines of [11], [14]. The conditions are given in terms of the norms of compression

operators. We denote by oa, a>0, the compression operator:

<>-a/(0 = f(at)   if 0 < at < I,
(5.1)

= 0 otherwise.
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For any rearrangement invariant space (X, || ■ ||x) with y= 1, we have aa eâS(X) and

(see [13])

(5.2) Klzál    if« èl;       1 & Kfx¿a-1   ifO<a^l.

It is clear that aab = aaa„ if b ä 1, or if 0 < a, b ̂  1. It follows from this and (5.2) that

(5.3) |k||x í (c/a)K||x   iS0 < ö á C, c> 1.

The norms ||<Ta||x, which play an important role in the theory of function spaces,

have been discussed in [1], [13], [14]. We improve the inequality (3.4) of Corollary 1.

Lemma 8. If X satisfies the condition J?P(A), l^p<co, then, for every

0¿Te¡M(Lp,Lc°;Kp,Ka>),

(5.4) ||r||x Ú AXpKa\\aa\\x,

where a = Kp,-Kpp.

Proof. In the assumptions of the lemma, both operators F' = 7C^1Fa0-i and

F" = Kz^-iTbelong toâS(Lp,L'c; 1, 1), as can be easily seen. If a£l, oa-ioa = I

on X, hence F=ATcoFVa; if 0<a<l, v,-i=/on X, hence T=KxaaT". In both

cases, (5.4) follows from Corollary 1.

An operator A on the set of locally integrable functions is called an averaging

operator if A is defined by

n

(5.5) Af= ^(merXfXe^,
v = l

where mev<co, evr\ea = 0, if v^p. and n^l. For convenience, we sometimes

denote the operator (5.5) by Ag, where g = 2ï=i avXe„, >s any function in S corre-

sponding to the sets ex,..., en. It is clear that Agg=g for all g e S. An averaging

operator A belongs toá^íL1, L°°). If Zis rearrangement invariant, then, because of

the relation Af<f, A and 7—/I belong to 3S(X). Moreover, A is completely

continuous. For each p, 1 ̂ /?<oo, there exists a sequence of averaging operators

An,n=\, 2,..., which converges in Fp strongly to the identity operator 7n [5, p. 21].

We have

Theorem 4. Let X satisfy Jtp(Ä), 1^/xco. In order that every operator

Te38(Lp, L"), which is completely continuous on Lp, should be also completely

continuous on X, it is necessary and sufficient that

(5.6) lim K||x = 0.
a-* co

Proof. Assume that (5.6) is satisfied. The image TV of the unit ball V in LP has

compact closure in Lp. We select a sequence An, n = 1, 2,..., of averaging operators

converging strongly to 7 in LP. Then

lim (sup \\(I-An)Tf\\p\ = 0,
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hence lim»-.. \\(I- An)T\\v = 0. Since ||(7- An)T\\x è ||7||œ, putting an =

(||(/-^n)7||œ||(/-^n)7||p-1)p and cn = (||7||00||(/-/ín)7||p-1)p, we have anícn and

cn -*■ co. Using (5.4) and (5.3) we obtain

\\(I-AJT\\X Ï AXp\\(I-An)T\\x\\aaJx

Since 7 is the uniform limit of the operators /in7, n= 1, 2,..., which are completely

continuous on X, 7 also has the property.

Conversely, assume that (5.6) is not valid for X. It has been shown in [14] that

there exists an operator 70 e3S(Lx, L°°) which is completely continuous on L1, but

fails to be so on X. Such an operator 70 is also completely continuous on Lp,

1 =£/?<co [4], [14]. Thus the necessity is proved.

If / is a finite interval, then for each operator 7 which is completely continuous

on Z/cc, there exists a sequence of averaging operators An, n= 1, 2,..., such that

||(/— ̂ n)7||„ ->0 [5, p. 22]. This fact can be used in the proof of the following

theorem.

Theorem 5. Let I be a finite interval, and let X satisfy Jtp(A), l^p<oo. In order

that every TeâS(Lp,Lco) which is completely continuous on L°° should also be

completely continuous on X, it is necessary and sufficient that

(5.7) lima1'p||aa||x = 0.
a-*0

Proof. The sufficiency is derived from (5.4) in a similar manner as in the proof

of Theorem 4. Without loss of generality, we prove the necessity for /= 1. First we

note that the condition J?P(A) implies

(5.8) allp\\°a\\x ^ A   for alia, 0 < a Ú 1.

This follows from the relation a1/pc7a/«<p/, 0<a^l,/e.Lp, which can be easily

verified.

Suppose that (5.7) is not true. Then there exists a S > 0 such that for arbitrarily

small a>0, a1,p||o-a||x> 8. For each a of this kind there exists a function g, which we

may assume positive, such that

(5-9) geS;        \\g\\x Ú \;       a"p\\aag\\x > 8.

We can replace g by x<o,a>g> since this will not change <jag. Then, for n -> oo we will

have xain,a)g t g, "áxam.^g) t °ag- From (1.2) it follows that we can assume that

the functions g in (5.9) have support (c, a),0<c<a. In addition to (5.9) we have

(5.10) a^p\\a^g\\x > A-18,

since by (5.8) and (5.9)

8 < aVp\\*Va\\x\\o,ag\\x.
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We can select a sequence of functions gn, with supports (cn, an), n = 1, 2,...,

which satisfy (5.9) and (5.10) and for which, in addition, all intervals (cn,an),

« = 1,2,..., are   disjoint,   all   intervals   (cj(an)112, (an)112)   are   disjoint,   and

2ú4/2p<+co.

We define the operators

(5.11) F = f Tn;       Tn = al>2poian)i,*Agn,       n=l,2,...,
n = l

where A9n are the averaging operators corresponding to the functions gn. Then

||Fn||co^ai/2p; the Fn are completely continuous on L°°. It follows that also Fis

completely continuous in L°°.

For any/ Tnf=Tn(fX{Cn,aJ. Also, TJhas support (cn/(an)112, (an)il2). Thus, all

Tnf are disjoint. It is easy to see that ||CTa||páa~1/p, 0<a< 1. From this it follows

that ||Fn||pgl. Therefore

\\Tf\\l = Î ||Fn/||p fk  2 ||/x(en.a„,||? ^ I/I?,       /e¿p,
n=l n=l

and we see that T eSS(Lp).

It remains to show that Fis not completely continuous on X. For the sequence of

functions gn, bounded in norm in X, we have Tgn = Tngn, and by (5.10), ||Fng„||x

^A~18>0, also Fngn(r)-s-0 everywhere. If Tgn would have a convergent sub-

sequence in X, it could converge only to 0, and this is impossible.

We turn now to the pair (LX,LP), l<q<cc. Applying similar arguments (or

considering the conjugate spaces) we obtain

Lemma 9. IfXeJtq(A), l<?<oo, then, for every 0^Tea§(LP, LP; Kx, Kq), we

have

(5.12) ||F||X =£ XpA(K¡K^Y^-^\\aa\\x,

where a = (K^Kx-1),ll(Q~1).

We also have

Theorem 6. Let XeMq(A), 1 <q<oo. In order that every operator Te(%(V-, L")

which is completely continuous on LP (or L1) should be also completely continuous on

X, it is necessary and sufficient that the following condition (5.13) (resp. (5.14)) hold:

(5.13) lim fl||ajx = 0;
a-»0

(5.14) lim a^KIU = 0.
a-* co

6. Orlicz spaces. In view of Examples 2 and 3 it appears to be worthwhile to

give examples of classes of function spaces XeJ¿p(\), \<p«x>, for which

||F||X^ 1 holds for every Te3S(LP, Lx; I, 1).
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We consider A-functions (compare [6]) M having the expression

(6.1) M(u) = [U (u-t)p d<p(t),       u>0,
JO

where l^p<oo and <j> is a positive nondecreasing left continuous fonction with

<¡>(0) = 0. For example, for r with/?ár<oo, the A-function M(u) = ur, u>0, has an

expression (6.1). For an A-function M, let LM=LM(I) denote the Orlicz space

defined by M with the norm || ■ ||M, where,

11/11M = inf {| : pM($-y) Í L è > 0}
and

PM(f) = [M(\f(t)\)dt,      feLM.

Then we have

Theorem 7. Let M have the expression (6.1). The Orlicz space LM has the inter-

polation property for the pair (Lp, L") in the strong sense. In addition, for every

Teää(Lp,L<°;Kp,K„),

(6.2) |7||M á Max (KP,KX).

Proof. We may assume that Kp = Kx = l. Let/eLM and Te38(LP, Lx; 1, 1). We

have

PM(Tf) = | M(\Tf(t)\) dt = j¡ |Jo       (|7/(0| -s)p d</>(s)j dt

by (6.1). By Fubini's theorem this implies

PM(Tf)= C d<Ks)(   (\Tf(t)\-s)pdt,
JO J Es

where   Es,   s>0,   is   the   set   {t : \Tf(t)\>s,t e I}.   In   view   of  the   equality

(|7/1 -sl)XE=\Tf\-|7/T>= \Tf-TUT\, the last term is equal to

P d<p(s)\ \Tf(t)-(Tf(t)T\p dt =  f \\Tf-(Tfr\\ld<p(s)-
Jo Ji Jo

Since TeâS(Lp, L°°; 1, 1), we get

\\Tf-(Tf)^\\p ̂  ||7/-7(/s>)||p Ú \\f-n,

which, in turn, implies pM(Tf) Ú Pm(/)- Consequently, on account of the fact that

||/||M^1 if and only if pM(f) £1, we have \\Tf\\M¿ \\f\\M. As/is arbitrary, we obtain

imu^i.
In view of the proof above, we see that this theorem is also valid for Lipschitz

operators acting on both Lp and L00 if the norms of the operators are now inter-

preted as their bounds. Thus, ||7||x is now the smallest number y satisfying

\\Tf-Tg\\x^¡y\\f-g\\x for all/ g e X. Since every A-function M has the expression

(6.1) for p = 1, Theorem 6 is a generalization of a theorem by W. Orlicz [13].
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